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Vibe Direct has Entered the Rideshare Market
with a Boost!
Vibe Ride is live today! The rider app has been released marking the service activation.

Smartphone users in Texas and Florida will be able to download the Vibe Ride app from the

App Store and Google Play and summon a ride. Vibe Ride is ridesharing as you know it with a

big boost! This platform is built to help people get to where they need to go and designed to be

more lucrative for those who join the community. Vibe Direct Independent Reps will be able to

earn commissions on both drivers and riders they bring into the network.

So what is meant by "boost"? The boost element infused within Vibe Ride is a way for Vibe

Direct Independent Reps to earn income on the completed rides of their network. Driver Reps

will earn on every one of their drives and get the commission boost from their team too! Reps

earn commissions on every ride completed using their Rep ID, that goes for drivers and riders.

Imagine making money on completed rides of the people you refer to Vibe Ride! That’s a big

boost.

"We believe the reach of social marketing will attract new users that haven't tried ridesharing

yet. As of 2017, just over 50% of the U.S. was reported to have used a rideshare service. That is a

lot of room for new players in the market." says Vibe Direct CEO Todd Wallace.

The President of IMA, Patrick Lanning stated "We are excited for Vibe's launch and believe their

business approach will make them a true leader in the ride share industry in the near future."

IMA is the insurance provider for Vibe Ride.

What if you could build a team of drivers, refer riders, and earn money on rides given in your

network? If you want to find out, visit Vibe.Direct to become a Rep today!
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http://pr.vibe.direct/


ABOUT VIBE DIRECT

Based in Irving, Texas, Vibe Direct, LLC (www.vibe.direct) is a peer-to-peer referral platform whose services
include Vibe Mobile, Vibe Deals, Vibe Live, ViFi, Vibe TV and Vibe Ride. The company focuses on providing
opportunity for those who wish to secure residual earnings from family and friend referrals. Vibe Direct operates
in the US currently and plans near-term expansion throughout South America, Europe and Asia in the coming
years.
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